
Item description UoM Quantity Unit price Total price

 I   PREPARATORY WORK
Route marking
Prior to  works, perform a geodesy survey of the route, and all other 
relevant buildings.
Payment per m' of completely surveyed route. m' 300.00
Clearing the terrain
Prior to works on the excavation, clear the terrain from shrubs, trees etc.

Calculation per  m` of cleared route. m` 300.00
TOTAL PREPARATORY WORK:

II   EARTHWORKS

Ditch excavation for laying the pipeline
Machine and manual excavation of the ditch in 2nd category soil. The 
route of the ditch shall be fully compliant with technical requirements in 
this project. The ditch shall be of rectangular cross-section and the 
excavated soil shall be deposited not less than 1 m away from the edge of 
the ditch. 

 - mechanical excavation 85% m3 600.00

 - manual excavation 15 % m3 100.00
Ditch excavation for manholes

Mechanical or manual excavation of the  soil in the material of 2nd and 
3rd category should be performed at places where manholes are planned 
as well as the separator and the biotank. Item description the same as for 
No. 1. 
Calculation per m3 of excavated material 
      0 - 2 m

 - mechanical excavation 90% m3 8.00

 - manual excavation 10 % m3 2.00
      2 - 4 m. with ditch timbering

 - mechanical excavation  80% m3 115.00

 - manual excavation 20 % m3 30.00

Sand
Procurement, transport and installation of sand bed under,
around and above the pipes. After setting the pipes on the subgrade and 
after waterproof testing, the pipes should be covered by a 10 cm thick 
layer. This filling should be done manually in layers with simultaneous 
compacting below the pipes and ramming the layers with manual 
rammers. The biggest size of the grain of sand must not exceed the 3 mm 
granulation.
Payment per m3 of the sand deposited in the ditch. m3 250.00

Ditch filling with excavated soil
After pouring the sand into the ditch, fill the ditch with excavated soil in 30 
cm layers with complete ramming and simultaneously take out the 
timbering from the ditch. Start covering the ditch only after the approval of 
the supervisory body. Ramming should be done up to 95% density of the 
natural soil.  
Payment per m3 of deposited material. m3 440.00
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Transportation of excess soil
All remaining excavated material shall be transported to a
landfill designated by the supervisory body. The price shall include 
loading, transport, unloading and rough spreading of the material at the 
landfill. 
Payment per m3 of transported material. m3

415.00
    TOTAL EARTHWORKS:

 III   CONCRETE WORKS

Prefabricated manholes

Making the outlet structure
Making the concrete outlet structure out of reinforced concrete MB-30, 
dimensions as specified in the project, with 20 cm thick walls. Concrete 
walls and lower slab should be reinforced with steel mesh Q-188. Cement 
works should be performed entirely according to existing technical 
regulations. Concrete surfaces must be smooth. Procurement and 
mounting of the lattice for the outlet structure should be calculated in the 
price. Payment per m3 of mounted concrete with reinforcement and the 
necessary formwork. Calculation per m3

Making of septic tank
Setting the formwork and concreting the walls should be done in line with 
the details and specification for reinforcement, with concrete MB30, V2 
M150. The materials used for making concrete must comply with the 
regulations BAB 87. Concrete must be inserted into space within the 
double skin and rammed until the concrete mass is fully compact and 
monolithic. After the formwork is removed the concrete surfaces must be 
coarse for plastering. The places where concreting was interrupted and 
continued must be processed so that they correspond completely to the 
places that were done without interruptions. During concreting the 
openings must be left for the pipes. Unit price includes concreting and 
plastering the inner surfaces with cement plaster in two layers (a ratio of 
1:1 and 1:2) with setting coat of plaster until “black shine” is achieved 
(waterproofing). The price should include procurement of the coat for 
waterproofing and there should be two layers. Payment per m3 of 
installed concrete with reinforcement and the necessary formwork. 
Calculation per m3 of complete item as stated in the description.

m3 1.00

m3 25.00

m1 51.00

Procure, transport and mount reinforced concrete rings for making the 
manholes with inner diameter of 1.0 m, and walls that are 10 cm thick, 
with MB-30 concrete. The final ring and the ring for the lid should be 
placed at around 1.0 m below the terrain level. On that vertical side of the 
manhole step irons made of cast iron should be mounted at every 30 cm. 
The unit price includes the making of outer cascade on the shafts that 
should have cascade. All inner surfaces should be plastered with cement 
plaster, with a ratio of 1:3 and a finishing coat of plaster should be put until 
the “black shine” is achieved.
The height from the bottom surface of the manhole floor until the upper 
surface of the lid is included in the calculation. Calculating per complete 
finished manhole. 
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Bond course below the separator/septic tank

Concreting of the sub-base with non-reinforced concrete MB 15, d=15 cm, 
over the layer of gravel. 

Calculation per m3. m3 5.5

    TOTAL  CONCRETE WORKS:

 IV  MOUNTING

Sewer pipes
Procurement and mounting of plastic sewer pipes of hard PVC with pipe 
fittings. Pipes should be mounted according to technical regulations with 
slope  in line with the project.  Connecting of pipes one to another or with 
pipe fittings should be done with sealing ring in accordance with 
manufacturer's instructions. The price shall include besides mounting of 
the pipes, inspection, control of the outflow, all works, material and other 
costs.  
Calculation per  m1  -  measured according to pipe axle. 

DN  110 mm m' 10.00
DN  160 mm m' 190.00
DN  200 mm m' 55.00
DN  250 mm m' 45.00
DN  300 mm m'

Cast iron covers
Procure, transport and mount heavy cast iron covers JUS M.J6.226 
together with the frame, for traffic load of 400 kN.

Covers are mounted so that their upper surface is in line with the terrain
level (pavement level) and they are fixed on the manhole by a frame
which is installed with a cement ring, all in line with details from the
project. 
Payment per piece of mounted cover. pcs. 20

Cast iron step irons
Procure, paint with minium and mount cast iron step irons, type Din 1212.

Mount step irons into the manhole at each 30 cm, removed from the axis

by 5 cm/left and right/.
Payment per piece. pcs. 155

Flap valves
Procurement and mounting of flat valve DN 300 with socket.
Calculation per piece. pcs. 1

5. Cast iron hatch

Procurement and mounting of prefabricated gutters with all connecting 
elements and elements for ensuring  down-fall, ACO - Drain.
Type V 200- S m' 40.00

6. Cast iron hatch
Procurement and mounting of prefabricated gutters with all connecting 
elements and elements for ensuring  down-fall, ACO - Drain.
Type V 500- S m' 23.00
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7. Street gulley
Procurement and mounting of a street gulley, type Geiger  ø450/160.
Calculation per piece. pcs. 5.00

8. Vertical plastic reservoir for drain water 
Procurement and mounting of vertical plastic reservoir (PEHD) volume
V=8m3, with all required connectors for connecting gulley and gutters
according to details set out in the project. 
Calculation per piece. pcs. 1

9. Oil separator
Procurement and mounting - OIL SEPARATOR according to EN 858-1
with integral settling tank and coalescent changeable cartridge. The
degree of water purification in the separator should be guaranteed
through output quality less than 5 mg/l, Q=30l/s. The whole system must
be attested. 
Calculation per piece. pcs. 1

10. Procurement of vent-pipe outlet
Procurement and mounting of vent-pipe outlet for sewer vertical pipe of 
galvanized  sheet;  d=0.55mm thick and  L=100cm long,  Ø 150mm
Calculation per piece pcs. 2

TOTAL MOUNTING:

  V   OTHER WORKS

1. Sewerage examination
Examine the sewerage network for watertightness in accordance with the
competent public utility company and technical requirements with
mandatory presence of supervisory body. 

Calculation per m1 of examined network. m' 300.00
2. Geodetic surveying

Geodetic surveying of sewage, service water and rain water should be
done after completed technical inspection acceptance of sewerage as
follows: position of manholes, their distances (section length), pipe
diameter per sections, bottom level of manholes, as well as bottom levels
and diameters of all pipes that appear.
Payment per m' of completely surveyed network. m' 260.00

3. Securing the existing installations 
Secure the existing underground installations while doing the excavation

of the ditch in agreement with the competent  utility services.
Flat rate calculation. flat rate

4. Sewerage washing
Washing the channel and removal of all rough objects and dirt. The
washing is done with a  tank truck.
Payment per m' of the channel. m' 300.00

5. As-built design
Producing as-built design and enter underground installations in the

cadastre. 
Flat rate calculation. flat rate

TOTAL OTHER WORKS:
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